MAESTRO – Interactive Live Orchestra
Panoramic Display

Wide range of famous orchestral works. You are the conductor! Interactive orchestral simulation for realistic conducting of symphonic music. Both music enthusiasts and professionals can conduct major symphonies using the wireless yet precise baton! Conduct a stunning symphony orchestra with your favorite pieces arranged from light to sophisticated...

Set-up: approx. 90 minutes
A host demonstrates the MSO using speakers and makes contact with by standers Guests can conduct as well. As an option, other MSO stations can be set up near the main stand, where guests have the opportunity to conduct on their own privately while wearing headphones.

How long does it take to explain instructions on use per person: It takes on average about 10 seconds only when watching and the process is very intuitive.

Sound: 2 active monitors on stands
Power: 230 V (notebook, sound)
Space required: 460x220cm
Lights: 4 spots

Which symphonies are currently possible
- Bach – Orchestral Suite No. 1/
- Bach – Orchestral Suite No. 2/
- Bach – Orchestral Suite No. 3/
- Bach – Orchestral Suite No. 4/
- Beethoven – Symphony No. 4/
- Beethoven – Symphony No. 5/
- Brahms – Symphony No. 4/
- Debussy – La Mer/
- Debussy – Prelude...Faune/
- Haydn – Symphony No. 102/
- Haydn – Symphony No. 104/
- Mahler – Symphony No. 1/
- Mozart – Symphony No. 40/
- Mozart – Symphony No. 41/
- Ravel – Bolero/
- Strauss – Zarathustra/
Other pieces can be programmed upon request and modified interactively. Even rock operas are feasible. The conductor sets the tempo using a baton.

(A) **Maestro Symphony Orchestra**  
Wide range of famous orchestral works  
Big Wall: MSO system with panoramic photo canvas  
Audio PC, speakers, amplifier, mounting stands, wiring, 4x lights  
Sound: 2 active monitors on stands  
Space required: 460×220 cm  
Light: 4 spots  
Power: 230 V

(B) **Interactive Maestro Symphony Orchestra**  
Wide range of famous orchestral works  
You conduct an interactive orchestral simulation, the orchestra moves the musical instruments to your rhythm!  

ORP: MSO system with Orchestra Realtime Projection  
Function, AudioVideo server  
Projector with 6,000 ANSI lumens  
Sound system, amplifier, stands, wiring  
Projection screen, flat or curved screen with warp software

*All prices are quoted net in euro without the applicable VAT. Delivery: approx. 2 months depending on package*